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VISIONAPARTMENTS EXPANDS IN GERMANY
NEW LOCATION WITH 130 APARTMENTS IN FRANKFURT AM MAIN
Zurich / Frankfurt, 26 April 2018 – VISIONAPARTMENTS, the Swiss market leader in the serviced
apartment sector, is expanding further in Germany and opening a new location in Frankfurt am Main.
130 residential units, shared offices and a welcoming café have been created in the Gutleut district in
the heart of the city. The first tenants have already moved in.

VISIONAPARTMENTS, the Swiss supplier of furnished apartments, is opening a new location in Frankfurt am
Main. In total, 130 apartments at Gutleutstrasse 45 are furnished in a Greek or South African style ("Aegean
Mood" and "Cape Town Living" respectively) and are available in a wide range of sizes. Starting from a price of
€990 per month, tenants can choose freely from a variety of different floor plans – from the small, cosy "XS
Studio Apartment" through to the spacious "Senior 2 Bedroom Apartment" with an area of around 50 square
metres. All the living units come with a fully fitted kitchen including coffee machine and microwave.

The rental includes not only the service charges but also use of a fitness area and a large number of services
such as Wi-Fi, digital TV, weekly cleaning service and final cleaning. In addition, washing machines and dryers
are freely available. Those who prefer not to do their own washing can make use of the laundry service for an
additional charge. Like the building opened at the end of 2017 in Lausanne, the one in Frankfurt runs on the
basis of the "sharing economy": Short-term leases can be taken not only on apartments but also on co-working
spaces – by both internal and external guests.

Museumsufer, Central Station and River Main only a few minutes' walk away
The new location is right in the heart of Frankfurt, surrounded by countless restaurants and shopping facilities.
The Central Station and the River Main, which offers all sorts of outdoor activities, can be reached on foot in
less than five minutes – and if you want to visit the famous museum embankment on Museumsufer, you just
need to cross the river. Not least, a café owned by the innovative coffee producers At Origin Coffee will also be
opening at Gutleutstrasse 45, so lovers of delicious coffee creations will not even need to leave the building to
enjoy a break.

About VISIONAPARTMENTS
Founded in Switzerland in 1999, VISIONAPARTMENTS specialises in developing and renting premium furnished
apartments with service and style. The company quickly grew from a start-up to Switzerland’s market leader and
now offers over 1,800 tailored temporary living solutions in Berlin, Frankfurt, Lausanne, Warsaw, Vienna, Zug and
Zurich, with further locations soon to follow in Basel, Zurich Glattbrugg, Geneva and Vevey. It is gradually
expanding both in Switzerland and abroad while focusing primarily on the German-speaking countries. To enhance
its global presence, VISIONAPARTMENTS also cooperates with select partner companies in a serviced apartment
network that currently includes over 100,000 accommodations in more than 580 business destinations worldwide.
visionapartments.com
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High-resolution images: https://we.tl/NecAj4eiiH

For further information:
VISIONAPARTMENTS
Debora Verna, Marketing & Communications Specialist
Talstrasse 62 I CH-8001 Zurich
Tel.: +41 44 248 34 78 I Mobile: +41 79 585 90 91
dverna@visionapartments.com
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